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Best Practice Environmental Monitoring:
Concerns over the environmental impact of Coal Seam Gas (CSG) drilling and the
effectiveness of site protection measures, in particular around the emission and migration
of methane gas, are being addressed through the implementation of robust continuous
site monitoring. This best practice approach utilises best available technology
(GasClam® - remote, continuous ground gas monitor) coupled to independent
monitoring, throughout the site life cycle, to continuously validate the effectiveness of the
site protection and alert for adverse environmental impact.
Every location has a certain amount of naturally occurring methane from organic soils or
carboniferous rocks for example, and if ordinary water wells intersect the soils
mentioned, methane in water is the result, but it is problematic to create a nexus with
deeper exploration or mining, often thousands of metres below.
In the US, no baseline monitoring was required, make claims of groundwater
contamination from the onset of mining, impossible to refute.
Currently utilised in the UK, this approach provides data to demonstrate well integrity and
report on the environmental impact of CSG drilling and extraction. Through going beyond
the current statutory requirements and implementing this as best practice companies are
now able to make informed decisions based upon good data and provide transparent,
independent reporting to the public and regulators.
High Level Best Practice Approach:
Key aspects:
1. Establish background environment and sources:
a. Methane and hydrocarbons are widespread in the environment and can be
from both natural and man made sources, it is therefore critical to
undertake a near surface geology desk study of the site prior to drilling to
identify/map sources and receptors
2. Baseline monitoring:
a. Site monitoring design – install gas monitoring wells with response zones to
target near surface aquifers outside the protective measures
b. Continuous monitoring – GasClam® - as ground gas is highly sensitive to
changing environmental conditions, in particular barometric pressure,
temperature and ground water level changes - establish perimeter gas
monitoring wells with continuous monitoring of methane, carbon dioxide,
barometric and borehole pressure, temperature and ground water level
using GasClam®
Conventional spot monitoring provides incomplete data and can be very misleading,
given ground gasses are fluid and can respond within minutes to changes in
atmospheric pressure or the groundwater table.
c. Gas isotope analysis undertaken to establish and validate gas provenance

cont

d. Continuous ground gas monitoring data integrated with gas sampling,
atmospheric monitoring and ground water monitoring to provide the complete
picture
3.
Operational monitoring:
a.
Monitoring to continue providing on going validation of the
protection measures and well integrity, allows almost immediate feedback
of any issues to a site operator.
4.
Close down:
a. Monitoring to continue for a period post capping, and facilitates a
more complete understanding of the respective emissions life cycle.
Best Available Technology: the GasClam® - Ground Gas Monitoring
GasClam® is a battery powered, continuous ground gas monitor that allows unattended,
remote site investigation, alerting and reporting. Particularly suited to CSG site
monitoring and investigation, GasClam® is easily deployed by fitting into a standard 2
inch monitoring borehole. Data is collected on a pre-configured frequency, typically
hourly, is communicated via GPRS and remotely accessed via the internet.
Manufactured from stainless steel, GasClam® is intrinsically safe, ATEX approved,
environmentally sealed and ingress protection rated to IP-68. Battery operated; the
GasClam® can be powered for up to 1 month based on hourly sampling.
Parameters that can be measured are:









methane
carbon dioxide
oxygen
carbon monoxide
hydrogen sulphide
total volatile organic compounds
barometric/ borehole pressure
temperature / water level

Key Benefits of GasClam® include:






Monitoring of well integrity / validation of protective measures
Provides data for transparent site reporting to the public and regulators
Continuous monitoring for event alerts/ complete site view over time.
Stand alone system - minimises unnecessary site visits reducing costs
Demonstrates operator is using best practice above & beyond purely regulatory
requirements

